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About This Game

Dr. Spacezoo is a chaotic twin-stick precision shoot-em-up packed full of gibs and grease for 1-4 players. Blast through
procedurally generated Space Zoos to rescue exotic space animals in a chaotic bullet-hell shoot-em-up. Or reduce them to gibs.

Your call, monster.

Features

 Twin-stick shoot-em-up jammed full of bullets, gibs, grease, sparkles, and glow

 Single Player or Local Co-Op for 2-4 players

 Full joystick support

 Blast through enemies and dodge tons of bullets in procedurally generated Space Zoos

 Diverse upgradable weapons and core power-ups

 5 Play Modes: Story, Action, Boss Rush, Permadeath, and Daily Challenge

 Boss rush mode to fight against single and tag team bosses

 Brutal Permadeath mode
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 Daily Challenge with starting weapon upgrades and core power-ups

 High score leaderboards
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Title: Dr. Spacezoo
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
SmashRiot LLC
Publisher:
SmashRiot LLC
Release Date: 9 May, 2016
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Careful with the buy, discounted or not.

I played this game a few years ago, maybe December 2015 or so, for 2 hours. I got busy with school and work and forgot about
it. I was going through my library today and decided to try it out. Looked fun.

But, it seems to be locked at 34 frames. I think I could get past that (maybe....) but there's a noticable lag bump every 3 seconds.
Literally looks like the whole game has crashed. Every. 3. Seconds.

There's attempts at fixes for this in the forums and stuff but I couldn't get any of it to work for me. Check the discussions about
issues before you get this game if you expect to use a controller, and I don't know who doesn't use a controller on a platformer
type game but whatever.

I'm gonna rate this up still because I had a lot of fun with it when I had originally bought it, plus not to many people seem to be
having this issue. You got warned though.. Winter's Curse is really pretty to look at. There's a lushness to the art that reminds me
of Child of Light, and a consistent, immersive dark-and-beautiful feel to the visuals.

Unfortunately, that's almost all there is.

Winter's Curse does deserve some praise for all the ways it doesn't fall on its face as a licensed game. It isn't just a re-tread of
Huntsman movie stuff. It develops its own characters, independant from the ones in the franchise. It also builds its combat
system around a few simple gimmicks that, nonetheless, are pretty fun. Most in-game encounters come with dialog choices,
most of which feel meaningful.

Winter's Curse's problem is that, apart from the art, it doesn't really excel anywhere. Equipping new items is fun, but then the
inventory starts to fill with cloggy nonsense. Battles load quick and look nice, but combat feels a bit draggy after the third
encounter. The art brings the setting to life, but the writing sometimes undercuts it. The first piece of the game is free, but it's
also the most generic part. Things pick up considerably in the following chapters.

I can't bring myself to condemn Winter's Curse for only being kinda fun, though. Still, there's such a wide swathe of other
games out there that I can't really urge people to jump on it either.

If you like the art style, you like lighter RPGs, you don't need a game's writing to be Planescape: Torment caliber, and you want
the opportunity to frantically spam makeouts on your sorcerer companion in hopes of "breaking his curse", this is a pretty
reasonable buy. I wouldn't pick it up for full price unless you *know* it's going to be your jam, but having bought it at ten
bucks, I don't have any regrets.. This game is one of my favorites :). I can't wait til the big update.. I think you need drugs to
enjoy this game.
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Rate 5\/10. I don't have drugs.. Very fun. Very dizzying. Need to go sit down.. Very boring and dull game. Maybe fun for 5 year
old kids.. A good fun game. It is best enjoyed as a casual game with friends. Single Player is fun and challenging, but there are a
couple of cheap deaths, and the camera could be a little bit better, so you better can avoid those cops who comes straight at you.

Still a good game, and great for parties!. absolute sh=t
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It`s ok, but not for full price! Way too short (2h) and easy, no new puzzles. Videoscenes lag.. Fun game I guess if you're into that
sort of thingies.
Was cheap and had cards, I got them, yay can get drops woopity-doooo.. UPDATED REVIEW: Don\u2019t expect to find
anyone playing this online, the multiplayer is pretty much dead. And the single-player alone is simply not worth the 20$ unless
you really like playing with primitive and predictable bots.

I once saw potential in this game but now I\u2019ve lost all hope for it. Oscar Mike VR was released in a bad condition, and
there hasn\u2019t been any effort from the developer to address the issues. In fact we\u2019ve heard NOTHING from the
developer since the game showed up on steam.... You can fly through the sky being a turd hitting people in the face, what not to
love??

It's not bias if my cousin made it right?. I would recommend this game, just based on liking this genre and it's good enough to
play for the price. The UI is extremely cluttered and not very intuitive. I don't know why they felt the need to re-invent the
wheel on the UI because this isn't a brand new idea and others have done it so much better.

I like the complexity of the keeping the animals satisfied, more than just a habitat building. The missions have been interesting
so far.

Lots of the mechanics are unweildy but I'm still learning it, so maybe I will find a better way to do those things.
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